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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PRESENTATION 

   

1.2 DOCUMENT REFERENCES 

   

1.3 TERMINOLOGY: DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
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1 SSR (SYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS REQUIREMENTS) 

1.1. WORK PROGRESS 

Stakeholders Stakeholders 
requirements 

Enabling systems Enabling systems 
requirements 

1 2 8 9 

1.2. TO DO 

Stakeholders 
without 

requirements 

Stakeholders 
requirements 

not refined 
into system 

Enabling 
systems 

requirements 
not refined 
into system 

Enabling 
systems 

without flows 
linked to the 

system 

Enabling 
systems 
without 

interfaces 
linked to the 

system 

Enabling 
systems 
without 

requirements 

0 0 2 2 2 1 
 

2 STR (SYSTEM TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS) 

2.1. WORK PROGRESS 

System 
requirements 

Refined into sub-
requirements 

Linked to 
Subsystems 

Linked to 
interfaces 

Linked to 
functions 

Linked to 
flows 

134 55 21 5 39 0 
 

Functio
nal 

require
ments 

System 
concep

ts 

Operation
al 

requirem
ents 

Behavioral 
requireme

nts 

External 
interface 

requirement
s 

Constra
ints 

Performance 
requirement

s 

Requiremen
ts for 

enabling 
systems 

99 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 

2.2. TO DO 

Missing a description Not linked to a parent 
requirement 

Not linked to sub-
requirement, function, 

flow, interface or 
component 

Linked to external 
parent requirement 
but missing rational 

89 7 28 0 
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3 DAS (DOSSIER D’ARCHITECTURE SYSTEME) 

3.1. WORK PROGRESS 

Functions Flows Components Interfaces Allocated 
Functions 

Allocated flows 

53 56 13 21 53 4 

3.2. TO DO 

3.2.1. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

Functions 
not linked to 
requirement 

Functions 
with flow 
problems 

Flows not 
linked to 

requirement 

Flows linked 
to only one 

function 

Flows 
with 

several 
producers 

Functions 
Linked to 

requirement 
but missing 

rational 

Flows 
Linked to 

requirement 
but missing 

rational 

17 17 56 0 0 29 0 

3.2.2. PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE 

Components 
not linked to 
requirement 

Components 
with interface 

problems 

Interfaces not 
linked to 

requirement 

Interfaces 
linked to one 

or no 
component 

Components 
Linked to 

requirement 
but missing 

rational 

Interfaces 
Linked to 

requirement 
but missing 

rational 

1 0 11 0 12 2 

3.2.3. FUNCTIONS AND FLOWS ALLOCATION 

Not allocated 
functions 

Component with 
no function 
allocated 

Not allocated 
flows 

Interfaces with 
no flow 

allocated 

Allocated 
Functions but 

missing 
rational 

Allocated 
flows but 
missing 
rational 

0 0 47 17 53 4 
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4 ANNEX – TO DO 

4.1. SSR 

4.1.1. STAKEHOLDERS WITHOUT REQUIREMENTS 

-    

4.1.2. STAKEHOLDERS REQUIREMENTS NOT REFINED INTO SYSTEM 

-    

4.1.3. ENABLING SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS NOT REFINED INTO SYSTEM 

- Get an additionnal screen interface   

- Screen size of 20''   

4.1.4. ENABLING SYSTEMS WITHOUT FLOWS LINKED TO THE SYSTEM 

- Processor implemented   

- Suppliers   

4.1.5. ENABLING SYSTEMS WITHOUT INTERFACES LINKED TO THE SYSTEM 

- Processor implemented   

- Suppliers   

4.2. STR 

4.2.1. MISSING DESCRIPTION 

- Actuators reqs   

- Air temperature lower than 45°C   

- Apply NM sw V1.7   

- Bring power (see MF2)   

- CF Communication networks   

- CF Design and process   

- CF Diagnostic, reprogramming, configuation   

- CF Electrical HW design   

- CF Environmental test conditions   

- CF Mechanical and physical   

- CF Safety   

- CF Security   

- CF environment protection   

- CF product marketing   

- CF software Reqs   

- CF system protection   

- CF usage and mission profiles   

- CFs   

- Connect the devices (see MF5)   

- Connect the subsystems   

- Convert data to display   

- Electronic control unit   

- Enable http communication   

- Ensure a collaborative work between components   
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- Enter data from user   

- Evacuate heat excess   

- Evacuate heat to environment   

- Execute instructions   

- Fulfilled processor requirements   

- Get airflow to cool the system   

- Have sufficient airflow to cool the processor   

- Improve the thread level parallelism with [CoreNumber]   

- Lasting memory   

- MF1 - provide a mobile support to execute programs   

- MF2 - Enable laptop supply   

- MF3 - Enable browsing on the Internet   

- MF4 - Enable thermal management   

- MF5 - Enable Users interaction   

- Manage Laptop subsystems cooling   

- Manage heat (see MF4)   

- Manage internet data   

- Measure the processor temperature   

- Memory quantity   

- Monitor the temperature   

- Obtain programs results   

- P_ Laptop [weight (g)]   

- Performances data to display   

- Physical shutdown   

- Processor core number chosen _ 2   

- Processor frequency chosen _ 1,6GHz nominal, 2,6 GHz max   

- Provide Interface for User Requests   

- Provide Mouse Interface   

- Provide a ON OFF button [weight (g)]   

- Provide a Wi-fi card [weight (g)]   

- Provide a [battery weight (g)]   

- Provide a fan [weight (g)]   

- Provide a graphical card [weight (g)]   

- Provide a hard disk [weight (g)]   

- Provide a keyboard [weight (g)]   

- Provide a motherboard [weight (g)]   

- Provide a processor [weight (g)]   

- Provide a screen [weight (g)]   

- Provide a temperature sensor [weight (g)]   

- Provide cold for Laptop   

- Provide graphic display output   

- Provide internal interfaces [weight (g)]   

- Provide internet connection (see MF3)   

- Provide keyboard interface   

- Provide start and stop interface   

- Provide sufficient autonomy   

- Provide support for displaying information to User   

- Realize [ProcessorFrequency] operation   

- Red color   

- Reload [Battery]   

- Sensors reqs   

- States and Modes   
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- Support User identification   

- Support execution of Browsers   

- Support execution of programs   

- Support internet signal   

- Support power modes   

- Support results stream   

- Support wired internet connection   

- Switch ON-OFF the Laptop   

- Technical   

- Transfer electrical energy   

- [RAM_LatencyTime] below 3   

- [weight (g)]  Laptop between 2000 and 2500   

- electrical safety   

4.2.2. NOT LINKED TO A PARENT REQUIREMENT 

- CFs   

- MF1 - provide a mobile support to execute programs   

- MF2 - Enable laptop supply   

- MF3 - Enable browsing on the Internet   

- MF4 - Enable thermal management   

- MF5 - Enable Users interaction   

- States and Modes   

4.2.3. NOT LINKED TO SUB-REQUIREMENT, FUNCTION OR COMPONENT 

- 220V AC to 12V CC   

- Actuators reqs   

- Air temperature lower than 45°C   

- Antivirus install   

- Antivirus update   

- CF Design and process   

- CF Diagnostic, reprogramming, configuation   

- CF Environmental test conditions   

- CF Mechanical and physical   

- CF environment protection   

- CF software Reqs   

- Electronic control unit   

- Indicator light   

- Manage heat (see MF4)   

- Processor core number chosen _ 2   

- Processor frequency chosen _ 1,6GHz nominal, 2,6 GHz max   

- Provide graphic display output   

- Provide internet connection (see MF3)   

- Sensors reqs   

- Support execution of Browsers   

- [Battery] heating   

- [CoreNumber] equals {1, 2, 4}   

- [Processor Frequency] over 1,5 GHz   

- [RAM_LatencyTime] below 3   

- [RAM_MemorySize] over 2000   

- [weight (g)]  Laptop between 2000 and 2500   

- [weight (g)] lower than 350   
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- electrical safety   

4.3. DAS 

4.3.1. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

1.3.1.1 Functions not linked to requirement 

- Interpret supply pressure   

- Modify data value or location   

- Read data   

- Supply ON OFF button   

- Supply RAM   

- Supply fan   

- Supply graphical card   

- Supply hard disk   

- Supply keyboard   

- Supply motherboard   

- Supply network card   

- Supply processor   

- Supply screen   

- Supply temperature sensor   

- Supply wi-fi card   

- Write data allocting to memory   

- remove data   

1.3.1.2 Functions with flow problems 

- Calculate cooling rate   

- Modify data value or location   

- Produce heat   

- Supply ON OFF button   

- Supply RAM   

- Supply fan   

- Supply graphical card   

- Supply hard disk   

- Supply keyboard   

- Supply motherboard   

- Supply network card   

- Supply processor   

- Supply screen   

- Supply temperature sensor   

- Supply wi-fi card   

- Write data allocting to memory   

- remove data   

1.3.1.3 Flows not linked to requirement 

- 19 V continuous   

- Characters entered   

- Electrical Wi-Fi signal   

- Electrical wired ethernet signal   

- Fresh Air flow   

- Fresh cooling flow   

- Graphical data cmd   

- Graphical data cmd transmitted   
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- Graphical data stored   

- Hot Air flow   

- Image   

- Internal heat waste   

- Internal temperature transmitted   

- Internet data stream   

- Internet data stream transmitted   

- Internet demand   

- Internet demand transmitted   

- Keyboard data converted   

- Mass memory instruction   

- Mass memory instruction results   

- Measured internal temperature   

- Mouse click interpreted   

- Mouse position interpreted   

- ON OFF cmd   

- ON OFF cmd transmitted   

- ON OFF demand   

- ON OFF demand transmitted   

- Push OFF power   

- Push ON OFF signal   

- Push ON power   

- RAM operating instruction   

- RAM operating instruction results   

- Restituted energy for ON OFF button   

- Restituted energy for RAM   

- Restituted energy for fan   

- Restituted energy for graphical card   

- Restituted energy for hard disk   

- Restituted energy for keyboard   

- Restituted energy for motherboard   

- Restituted energy for network card   

- Restituted energy for processor   

- Restituted energy for screen   

- Restituted energy for temperature sensor   

- Restituted energy for wi-fi card   

- Rotation speed cmd   

- Rotation speed cmd transmitted   

- Stored energy   

- User demand   

- User demand response   

- Wi-Fi data received   

- Wi-Fi signal captured   

- Wifi data requested   

- Wired  signal captured   

- Wired data received   

- Wired data requested   

- control result stream   

1.3.1.4 Flows linked to only one function 

-    
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1.3.1.5 Flows with several producers 

-    

4.3.2. PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE 

1.3.1.6 Components not linked to requirement 

- Network card   

1.3.1.7 Components with interface problems 

-    

1.3.1.8 Interfaces not linked to requirement 

- Active cooler   

- Air in laptop casing   

- Cable   

- Fan attachment   

- PCI Interface_NC   

- PCI Interface_WC   

- PCI_Interface_GC   

- PI MB-RAM   

- SATA Bus   

- Socket   

- Video cable   

1.3.1.9 Interfaces linked to one or none component 

-    

4.3.3. FUNCTIONS AND FLOWS ALLOCATIONS 

1.3.1.10 Not allocated functions 

-    

1.3.1.11 Component with no function allocated 

-    

1.3.1.12 Not allocated flows 

- 19 V continuous   

- Characters entered   

- Electrical Wi-Fi signal   

- Electrical wired ethernet signal   

- Fresh Air flow   

- Fresh cooling flow   

- Graphical data cmd   

- Graphical data cmd transmitted   

- Graphical data stored   

- Hot Air flow   

- Image   

- Internal heat waste   

- Internal temperature transmitted   

- Internet data stream transmitted   

- Internet demand   

- Keyboard data converted   

- Mass memory instruction   
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- Mass memory instruction results   

- Measured internal temperature   

- Mouse click interpreted   

- ON OFF cmd   

- ON OFF cmd transmitted   

- ON OFF demand transmitted   

- Push OFF power   

- Push ON OFF signal   

- Push ON power   

- RAM operating instruction   

- RAM operating instruction results   

- Restituted energy for ON OFF button   

- Restituted energy for RAM   

- Restituted energy for fan   

- Restituted energy for graphical card   

- Restituted energy for hard disk   

- Restituted energy for keyboard   

- Restituted energy for motherboard   

- Restituted energy for network card   

- Restituted energy for processor   

- Restituted energy for screen   

- Restituted energy for temperature sensor   

- Restituted energy for wi-fi card   

- Rotation speed cmd   

- Rotation speed cmd transmitted   

- User demand   

- User demand response   

- Wi-Fi data received   

- Wifi data requested   

- Wired data requested   

1.3.1.13 Interfaces with no flow allocated 

- Active cooler   

- Air in laptop casing   

- Air inlet   

- Cable   

- Contact finger-button   

- Contact fingers-keys   

- Electrical cable 1   

- Fan attachment   

- PCI_Interface_GC   

- PI MB-B   

- PI MB-K   

- PI MB-RAM   

- Radio waves   

- SATA Bus   

- Socket   

- VGA cable   

- Video cable   
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5 MDD WARNINGS 

5.1. ERRORS AND WARNINGS FROM MDD READER. 

 

Component Error level Message 

ve.mdd_reader ERROR 
Requirement [Manage 3D images (Requirement)] 
allocated to [Graphical card(Subsystem)], but not 

present in the model 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Create two users (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_4(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Password protect account (Test)] allocated 

to [Operation_5(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Switch between multiple users (Test)] 
allocated to [Operation_6(Operation)], but not 

defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Charge with 220 (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_7(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Charge with 110 (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_8(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Hibernate laptop (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_9(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Hibernate power consumption (Test)] 
allocated to [Operation_10(Operation)], but not 

defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Minimum power available (Test)] allocated 

to [Operation_11(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Standby laptop (Test)] allocated to 
[Operation_12(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Shutdown laptop (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_13(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Restart laptop (Test)] allocated to 
[Operation_14(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Safety documents check (Test)] allocated 

to [Operation_15(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Antivirus unavailable warning (Test)] 
allocated to [Operation_16(Operation)], but not 

defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Ethernet connection (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_17(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Good antivirus installed (Test)] allocated 

to [Operation_18(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Shortcuts launch good program (Test)] 
allocated to [Operation_19(Operation)], but not 

defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Wi-Fi connection (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_20(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Launch several apps (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation_21(Operation)], but not defined 

ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Test unit [Check the I-O voltages (Test)] allocated to 

[Operation(Operation)], but not defined 
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ve.mdd_reader WARNING 
Requirement [Requirement (Requirement)] not in the 

model 
 
 
 

 
 


